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The beauty industry is defying gravity. Before the pandemic, established retailers were thriving and new indie 
brands seemed to pop up constantly, generating revenue quickly thanks to direct-to-consumer marketing and digital 
communities. While other retailers struggle to keep up with trends like ecommerce and social media marketing, 
beauty brands are embracing them—and benefiting as a result. Covid-19 may have stalled its growth, but there’s no 
question the beauty industry is still rising; global consulting firm McKinsey calls the industry “surprisingly resilient.”

All glammed up, and going places
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https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/consumer-packaged-goods/our-insights/how-covid-19-is-changing-the-world-of-beauty


A snapshot of the global beauty industry. 

By the numbers
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40%
Skincare’s market share of 

the beauty industry.

$532 billion
The global market size of 

the beauty industry in 2019.

$85 billion
2019 total revenue of the four  

largest beauty and cosmetics 
brands: L’Oréal, Estée Lauder, 

Unilever, Proctor and Gamble.



Not all beauty brands are backed with an all-star team of scientists. Many use private labels, the practice of using a third-
party manufacturer to make a product and then sell it under its own name. The practice is still new in the beauty industry, 
but brands like to use private labels because they’re efficient to develop, offer high margins, and give companies the 
ability to quickly adapt to market changes. Formulations for most products are the same. Consumers are really paying for 
brand positioning and packaging.

Peeking behind the private label
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https://www.bigcommerce.com/ecommerce-answers/what-is-a-private-label/
https://fashionista.com/2017/06/private-label-beauty-products-cosmetics


Social media is increasingly the go-to source for consumers to learn about new products. To court the valuable 
millennial and Gen Z customer base, brands are shifting advertising to influencer marketing, which Business Insider 
estimates will grow to $15 billion by 2022. Beauty influencers’ communities of loyal fans help brands build 
awareness and authenticity. Brands also use social media to communicate directly with their customers and 
anticipate market shifts based on consumer feedback.

The rise of digitally native brands
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Brand Company creation date Instagram followers as of 2021

Huda Beauty 2013 48 million

Kylie Cosmetics 2015 25.3 million

Morphe 2009 10.8 million

Colour Pop 2014 9.9 million

Glossier 2014 2.7 million

Milk Makeup 2016 1.9 million

IT Cosmetics 2008 1.8 million

Drunk Elephant 2013 1 million

Prominent digital brands and their Instagram following

https://www.businessinsider.com/influencer-marketing-report


New York | Emily Weiss

Enter Glossier. Founder Emily Weiss 
transformed her beauty blog, Into the Gloss, 
into a direct-to-consumer giant in just 6 years. 
Its first retail location opened in 2019 in New 
York City. 

Key Investors. Sequoia Capital, Index Ventures, Spark Capital, Thrive Capital, Tiger Global Management, Forerunner 
Ventures

Expansion. Glossier is currently available in the United States, UK, Canada, Denmark, Sweden, Ireland, and France

Of interest. Before Glossier, Emily Weiss was the founding editor of Into the Gloss, a premium beauty blog that attracts 
over 2 million unique views a month
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$100
million

2018 revenue

$1.2
billion

Latest valuation   
(2019)

2.7
million

Instagram followers

Glossier: a case study



The global spread of Korean pop culture means that everyone wants the glass skin of a Korean celebrity. To get it, 
consumers worldwide are following the country’s research-based approach to beauty that prizes functional cosmetics;
cosmetics focused on skincare that promise benefits such as anti-wrinkle, elasticity production, and sun protection. 
Korea is a hotbed for innovation because its highly informed consumers are picky about ingredients and eager to try 
new products.

Functional cosmetics and K beauty
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Leading K beauty brands

https://www.glamour.com/story/how-to-get-glass-skin
https://www.cnn.com/2018/04/11/health/korean-makeup-beauty-health-benefits/index.html


Established brands such as L’Oréal and Estée Lauder aren’t going to cede the market to spunky newcomers. Over 
the years, beauty behemoths have strategically acquired promising brands—over 180 of the world’s most popular 
beauty brands are owned by just seven conglomerates—increasing their own long-term revenue and ensuring their 
survival. Retailers like Sephora and Ulta are stocking their shelves with direct-to-consumer brands like The Ordinary 
and Juvia’s Place to diversify income streams and get their piece of the growing market.

When you can’t beat ‘em, buy ‘em
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Brand Acquired by Acquisition type Price

Dr. Jart + Acquired by Estée Lauder Bought $1.1 billion

Kylie Cosmetics 51% stake purchased by Coty Majority stake $600 million

Drunk Elephant Acquired by Japanese conglomerate, Shiseido Bought $845 million

Morphe Majority stake by General Atlantic Majority stake
60% stake at a $2.2 
billion valuation

Elemis Acquired by L’Occitane Bought $900 million

Tatcha Acquired by Unilever Bought $500 million

Filorga Acquired by Colgate Bought $1.8 billion

Select beauty deals of 2019

https://www.businessinsider.com/companies-beauty-brands-connected-2017-7


Another retail giant is shouldering its way into the beauty landscape. In 2019, Amazon launched a makeup 
collection under its private label, Find, and revamped its Indie Beauty marketplace. That year the company also 
partnered with Lady Gaga to exclusively launch her new line, Haus Laboratories. Amazon’s entry into beauty makes 
strategic sense. Its one disadvantage—not having-brick-and-mortar stores—may no longer be relevant as the 
pandemic means customers are shopping even more online. Advertising spending for beauty spiked 44% in the first 
quarter of 2020 on the platform.

Amazon enters the chat
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https://qz.com/quartzy/1532447/amazon-wants-to-take-on-beauty-stores-despite-a-huge-disadvantage/
https://www.beautyindependent.com/amazon-indie-beauty-platform-redesign-product-deals/
https://qz.com/1918063/will-e-commerce-shopping-return-to-pre-pandemic-levels/
https://www.voguebusiness.com/beauty/beauty-brands-see-amazon-sales-spike-in-pandemic-covid-19


The money in beauty, like many other consumer-focused industries, flows with the rise and fall of trends. 
Consumers who were once into lipstick or eyebrows are now shifting towards natural, flawless skin. The skincare 
segment of beauty is growing at a faster rate than makeup, shooting up 5% in 2019 while makeup dipped by 7%. 
The luxury side of this market is booming, as consumers with disposable income search for the elixir of youth 
through products such as LED masks and microneedling patches. The growing interest in skincare is also seen on 
Influenster, a product discovery and reviews platform. 

Skin’s glow up
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https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/press-releases/2020/us-prestige-beauty-industry-generates-18-8-billion-in-sales-for-2019--driven-by-skincare-reports-the-npd-group/
https://qz.com/1544306/luxury-skincare-products-fuel-record-profits-in-beauty-industry/


For decades, women with darker skin tones were left with limited options in cosmetics. But Rihanna changed all 
that. In 2017, her company Fenty Beauty launched with an unprecedented 40 foundation shades, generating $570 
million within its first 15 months of business. The beauty establishment took notes. In the following years, Covergirl 
launched a line with 40 shades; Estée Lauder debuted its now highly regarded Double Wear Matte Powder 
foundation in 41 shades; and Nars doubled the number of shades of its sheer glow foundation from 20 to 40. 

Shades for all
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Question Hispanic Women US women overall

Are more likely to 
experiment and adopt 
multiple steps in routines

66% 51%

Question Hispanic Women US women overall

Interest in multi-purpose 
beauty products

49% 41%

Question Black Women US women overall

Are more likely to explore 
natural beauty trends

64% 45%

Question Hispanic Women US women overall

Interest in online beauty 
tools

31% 16%

Multicultural women are trendsetters in beauty

https://www.forbes.com/sites/natalierobehmed/2019/06/04/rihanna-worth-fenty-beauty/?sh=dab833c13de4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/when-beauty-industry-is-inclusive-everyone-wins-11558401528


Health- and wellness-conscious consumers want more from what they put in their bodies as well as what they put 
on their skin. The first retailers for clean beauty—products that use natural ingredients along with synthetic 
ingredients considered safe for the body and planet—appeared as early as 2010. Several years later, Target, 
Sephora, and Walmart started adding their own “clean beauty” product designations. Big brands are paying 
attention, too: Unilever bought clean beauty brand Ren for $500 million in 2015 and Japanese cosmetics company 
Shiseido acquired clean brand Drunk Elephant for $845 million in 2019.

Clean beauty’s arrival
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/clean-beauty-has-taken-over-the-cosmetics-industry-but-thats-about-all-anyone-agrees-on/2020/03/09/2ecfe10e-59b3-11ea-ab68-101ecfec2532_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/clean-beauty-has-taken-over-the-cosmetics-industry-but-thats-about-all-anyone-agrees-on/2020/03/09/2ecfe10e-59b3-11ea-ab68-101ecfec2532_story.html


The pandemic has pushed the beauty industry online even faster. Technologies like augmented reality mean 
consumers can try out makeup and skincare products without ever having them touch their skin. Modiface, bought 
by L’Oréal in 2016, is one of the biggest names in the business with 55 of the top makeup brands as clients. But the 
innovation is just getting started. The 2019 CES showcase debuted nifty gadgets such as a 3D-printed custom 
sheet mask and a wearable sensor that measures skin pH levels.

Beauty gets a digital makeover
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Opte Skin from P&G Ventures.
A handheld device that digitally 
scans skin and treats 
complexion and aging issues.

La Roche Posay’s My Skin Track 
UV from L’Oréal. A wearable 
sensor that measures skin UV 
exposure, pH levels, and other 
environmental factors.

Mask ID from Neutrogena. A custom, 
micro 3D-printed face mask designed 
by the customer and formulated with 
specific ingredients to address different 
parts of the face. 

Thermometer by Rahmat Hidayat
from the Noun Project

Facial mask by Pawinee E. from the 
Noun Project

Facial mask by alison from the 
Noun Project

A selection of beauty tech debuted at the 2019 CES showcase

https://techcrunch.com/2016/01/19/facial-precognition/
https://qz.com/quartzy/1516712/big-beauty-brands-bet-on-tech-at-ces-2019/


Beauty will soon get even more personal. Adventurous brands are hoping to crack the competitive $532 billion 
beauty market through personalized products, described as “bespoke beauty,” where customers build upon a base 
ingredient or formula to address specific skincare needs. One emerging brand among the pack of innovators is 
Proven, a beauty technology company that creates a custom three-step skincare regimen for customers based on 
47 skin, lifestyle, and genetic factors. Since appearing on Shark Tank in May 2020, the brand is on track to exceed
$3 million in revenue and reach profitability in its first full year of business.

Up next: skin couture
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Leading and up and coming customized skin care brands

https://www.allure.com/gallery/customized-skin-care-personalized-bespoke-beauty-brands
https://www.beautyindependent.com/proven-shark-tank-without-deal-personalized-cpg-powerhouse/


Keep reading: More Quartz coverage of the beauty industry

• Kylie Jenner’s $600 million deal proves the power of celebrity beauty brands. Celebrities are capitalizing on their fans’ 
loyalty.

• The beauty industry has lessons for big retailers on supporting Black-owned business. Beauty teaches other 
industries on how to support Black business.

• Amazon is trying to take down the last bastion of brick-and-mortar:beauty. Can beauty withstand Amazon’s continued 
industry takeover conquest?

• Big beauty’s futuristic vision of skin and hair care is on display at CES 2019. 3D Printing, wearable sensors, and 
augmented reality–Oh my!

• Luxury skincare is driving record profits in the beauty industry. Lip balm over lipstick. Skincare is outpacing cosmetics. 

Have questions about this presentation, or suggestions for us? 
Send us a note at members@qz.com.
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https://qz.com/quartzy/1750772/kylie-jenners-coty-deal-shows-the-power-of-fame-in-beauty-brands/
https://qz.com/1866094/how-big-retailers-can-support-black-owned-businesses/
https://qz.com/quartzy/1532447/amazon-wants-to-take-on-beauty-stores-despite-a-huge-disadvantage/
https://qz.com/quartzy/1516712/big-beauty-brands-bet-on-tech-at-ces-2019/
https://qz.com/1544306/luxury-skincare-products-fuel-record-profits-in-beauty-industry/
mailto:members@qz.com

